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Sylvester's theorem is often applied to problems involving light propagation through periodic optical systems 
represented by unimodular 2 X 2 transfer matrices. We extend this theorem to apply to broader classes of 
optics-related matrices. These matrices may be 2 X 2 or take on an important augmented 3 X 3 form. The 
results, which are summarized in tabular form, are useful for the analysis and the synthesis of a variety 
of optical systems, such as those that contain periodic distributed-feedback lasers, lossy birefringent filters, 
periodic pulse compressors, and misaligned lenses and mirrors. The results are also applicable to other 
types of system such as periodic electric circuits with intracavity independent sources, high-energy particle 
accelerators, and periodic computer graphics manipulations that may include object translation. As an 
example, we use the 3 X 3 form of Sylvester's theorem to examine Gaussian beam propagation in a misaligned 
resonator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ubiquitous 2 X 2 transfer-matrix methods are commonly 
used in the study of a wide variety of problems in optics1,2 
and other areas of engineering and physics. With these 
methods system analysis involves only 2 X 2 matrix mul-
tiplication. When the optical system under consideration 
has properties that vary periodically, the system matrix 
must be multiplied by itself several times. The mathe-
matical formula governing this procedure is known as 
Sylvester's theorem. Typically, the somewhat obscure 
general form of Sylvester's theorem is reported only in 
mathematical texts, or else one encounters the simplest 
explicit special case for unimodular 2 X 2 matrices. 
However, it has long been desired to obtain a practical 
form of Sylvester's theorem for six-element 3 X 3ma-
trices.3 One purpose of this paper is to develop 
Sylvester's theorem for such matrices having arbitrary 
determinants. 
Periodic systems occur naturally as in, for example, 
homogeneous crystal~ that contain periodic crystalline 
planes. Similarly, periodic sequences of lenses or aper-
tures may be used for optical waveguiding.4,5 In the 
limit of a small period these lens waveguides have the 
same propagation characteristics as those of inhomoge-
neous lenslike media. Conventional lasers, Fabry-Perot 
interferometers, optical delay lines,6 and multipass 
resonators 7 represent important classes of periodic op-
tical systems that may have the same mode structure as 
that of these lens waveguides. Periodically perturbed 
optical fibers are considered to be a possible consequence 
of defective manufacturing techniques or distortions in 
multifiber cables.8 Acoustic waves ~re sometimes used 
to generate a periodic refractive profile in acousto-optic 
media. An important class of particle accelerators is 
periodic.9,10 In addition to its role in applications with 
these systems, Sylvester's theorem may also be used in 
the analysis and the design of fan and folded Solc fil-
ters, distributed-feedback waveguides and lasers, twisted 
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nematic liquid crystals, Bragg filters, and surface wave 
devices. 11 
Sylvester's theorem is usually reported only for the 
special case of unimodular matrix theories. However, 
many matrix theories are unimodular only when the op-
tical system is subject to some restrictive constraints. 
For example, Jones calculus12 is unimodular only when 
the optical system is lossless and when absolute phase is 
ignored. This situation is certainly invalid when the 
optical system contains polarizing elements or when 
polarization-dependent reflection and refraction for non-
normal incidence are accounted for. 13 Only the as-
sumption of losslessness permits other matrix methods, 
such as those involving characteristic matrices for strati-
fied media,14 transfer matrices for distributed-feedback 
structures,15 and transfer matrices for fiber ring reso-
nators16 to be unimodular as well. 
Fot every 2 X 2 transfer-matrix method there is a 
corresponding augmented 3 X 3 matrix method.2 The 
form of the 3 X 3 matrix of interest here, however, con-
tains only six independent elements. In both paraxial 
ray matrix theory and Gaussian beam theory the 3 X 3 
matrix method permits the designer to trace paraxial 
light rays and Gaussian beams through misaligned opti-
cal systems.3 This 3 X 3 formalism may also be applied 
to, for example, the design of pulse compressors,17 disper-
sive laser cavities,18 and particle accelerators.19 Simi-
larly, 3 X 3 matrix methods are necessary for the study 
of two-port electrical circuits that contain intranetwork 
independent voltage and current sources and for com-
puter graphics manipulations in which object translation 
is required.2o 
Many of the generalized Sylvester theorems of inter-
est here are derivable from a still more general form 
that we will refer to as Sylvester's matrix polynomial 
theorem. As an example, the conventional 2 X 2 uni-
modular Sylvester theorem is derived from Sylvester's 
matrix polynomial theorem in Section 2. Procedures for 
applying Sylvester's theorem and several special cases 
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of the theorem are also identified there. In Section 3 
Sylvester's theorem is generalized to apply to a vari-
ety of periodic systems that are represented by matri-
ces that may be nonunimodular, zero determinant, 3 X 3, 
or any combin&tion thereof. In Section 4 the use of the 




In transfer-matrix applications, system analysis involves 
simple matrix multiplication. When the system under 
consideration is periodic, the system matrix must be 
multiplied by itself several times, and the formula for 
the 8th power of an n X n matrix is of interest. This 
formula, named after the 19th-century mathematician 
James Joseph Sylvester (1814-1897), is Sylvester's 
matrix polynomial theorem, reported in 1882 (Ref. 21) 
and sometimes referred to as Sylvester's theorem,22 
Sylvester's formula,23 or the Lagrange-Sylvester form-
ula.24 Sylvester, a pioneer in linear algebra, is also 
responsible for the term "matrix," his usage of which 
began in 1850. There are differing opinions on the 
name to be given to the 2 X 2 special case of Sylvester's 
matrix polynomial theorem. The reason may stem in 
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evaluate Sylvester's theorem in the most general case is 
also discussed. This process, though it is straightforward 
in principle, is sometimes difficult in practice. Thus sev-
eral special cases of Sylvester's theorem are identified in 
this section. 
Suppose that T is an n X n matrix, I is the n X n iden-
tity matrix, and A is a scalar. A characteristic equation 
may be defined in terms of a determinant: 
peA) == IT - AI I = o. (1) 
The . scalar roots of this characteristic equation, 
A!, A2, ... , An, are the eigenvalues of the matrix T. 
If peA) has no multiple roots, the 8th power of the 
matrix T is 
T8 = t ( A/ n Ad - T) . 
)=1 i*j ~i - Aj (2) 
This is Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem. When 
the eigenvalue equation (1) has nondistinct roots, there 
is a more general confluent form of the theorem.33 
A. Sylvester's Matrix Polynomial 
Theorem for 2 X 2 Matrices 
To illustrate the usage ofEq. (2), we consider the simplest 
nontrivial matrix exponent. For this 2 X 2 matrix case 
n = 2, and Eq. (2) reduces to 
= L A/ n _1_ Ai_- A ,-!! ' [A B ]8 2 (2 [ J) C D j=l i*j Ai - Aj C A~ D (3) 
= 1 + 2 , A 8 [A2-A -B ] A 8 [A1-A -B ] 
A2 - A1 -C A2 - D A1 - A2 -C A1 - D 
, (4) 
[
A 8 - A 8 A 8-1 - A 8-1 
A 2 1 + A1A2 1 2 
= A2 - A1 A2 - A1 
A 8 - A 8 C 2 1 




8 1 A2 - A1 
D A2 8 - A1 8 A1 8 - 1 - A 8-1 . (5) 
A _ A + A1A2 2 2 1 A2 - A1 
part from the fact that this important case of the theorem 
was reported in 1858 by Sylvester's close friend Arthur 
Cayley (1821-1895). In fact, Cayley, the creator of mod-
ern matrix theory, had written the his original paper on 
matrices.25 In a standard optics 2 X 2 theorem in text 
Born and Wolf report the theorem but do not give it a 
name,26 and others have done the same.27,28 Perhaps 
because the 2 X 2 theorem can be written in terms 
of Chebyshev polynomials, it has recently been called 
Chebyshev'S identity,29 and others have followed in 
this usage.ll,15 The most common and more appropri-
ate name used, however, is Sylvester's theorem,1-3,30-32 
and this convention is followed here. Specifically, we 
will mean by Sylvester's theorem the 2 X 2 unimodu-
lar (unit-determinant) special case of the more general 
Sylvester matrix polynomial theorem. (It may be noted 
that Sylvester is responsible for many other theorems, 
several of which are sometimes also referred to nonde-
scriptively as Sylvester's theorem.) 
Many of the results of this study are derivable directly 
from Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem. While this 
general theorem is known in the mathematics literature, 
its relevance in optics is not so well known. As an ex-
ample of its use, Sylvester's theorem (2 X 2 unimodular 
case) is derived from it in this section. The procedure to 
Given the two eigenvalues of the matrix T, Eq. (5) is the 
formula for T8. The eigenvalues, as we mentioned above, 
can be obtained from the characteristic equation (1), 
which for a 2 X 2 matrix is 
peA) = (A - A)(D - A) - BC = 0 . (6) 
Equation (6) may be rewritten in standard quadratic 
equation form: 
rr A2 - (A + D)A + (AD - BC) = o. (7) 
,)there are several ways to proceed. It is clear that the 
/trace A + D and the determinant AD - BC are imp or-
/tant quantities, and the eigenvalues depend directly on 
(,these quantities. For this derivation only, the frequently 
occurring special case in which the determinant is unity 
is considered. The trace is permitted to be arbitrary. If 
the definition 
cos 0 == A + D 
2 
(8) 
is introduced, then the eigenvalues from the quadratic 
characteristic equation (7) are 
A1,2 = exp(±iO) , (9) 
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and Eq. (5) reduces to 
1 
sin 0 
x [A sin(sO) ~ sin[(s - 1)()] I B sin(sO) ] 
C sln(sO) D sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)()] , 
which is the standard form of Sylvester's theorem. 
B. Alternative Forms and Evaluation 
of Sylvester's Theorem 
(10) 
To emphasize the polynomial nature of the solution, ;dne 
sometimes writes Eq. (10) in terms of Chebyshev polyno-
mials of the second kind26 : 
[
A B JS = [AUs-ICX) - Us- 2(x) BUs- 1(x) ] 
C D CUs- 1(x) DUs- 1(x) - Us- 2(x) , 
where 
x == 1/2 (A + D) , 
U ( ) = sin[(s + 1)cos-1 (x)] . 
s x (1 _ x 2)112 
The first several Chebyshev polynomials are 
Uo(X) = 1, 
U1(x) = 2x, 
U2(x) = 4x2 - 1, . 
U3(x) = 8x3 - 4x, 
U4(x) = 16x4 - 12x2 + 1, 
U5(x) = 32x5 - 32x3 + 6x, _ 





Additional polynomials may be obtained from the recur-
sion relation34 
Un+1 - 2x.Un + Un- 1 = o. (15) 
It is clear that Eqs. (11)-(13) are equivalent to Eqs. (8) 
and (10). 
The unimodular 2 X 2 form of Sylvester's theorem has 
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shown that Sylvester's theorem is also valid for these ma-
trix roots.22,25 The fact that Sylvester's theorem applies 
to integer powers and roots of matrices suggests that it 
applies to arbitrary rational powers. The proof of this 
is given in Appendix D. The proofs in these appendixes 
are crucial for a rigorous understanding of Sylvester's 
theorem and its applications to matrix optics. With these 
proofs this section contains a comprehensive summary of 
the properties of this important theorem. 
In general, each of the ABCD matrix elements in 
Sylvester's theorem may be complex. We begin the pro-
cedure for, evaluating matrix equation (10) by calculating 
O. One may determine this complex angle explicitly by 
combining the Euler relation with Eq. (8) to yield 
o = -i In{ A; D + [ ( A; Dr - 1] 1I2} . (16) 
The complex square root in this formula may be evaluated 
with the use of 
(17) 
where the signum function sgn b == b/lbl has been used. 
We may separate the complex natural logarithm into real 
and imaginary parts, using the relationship 
(18) 
Finally, one may evaluate the elements of matrix equa-
tion(10) by noting that 
sin(a + ib) = sin a cosh b + i cos a sinh b. (19) 
This procedure for evaluating Eq. (10) simplifies if (A + 
D)/2 is real. However, if (A + D)/2 is greater than unity 
in magnitude, then, from Eq. (16), 0 is purely imaginary. 
In this case it is convenient to rewrite Sylvester's theorem 
in another form. If 0 == i¢, then Eq. (10) may be written 
as 
. . ' ~m [
A B JS ____ 1_· [A sinh(s¢) --, sinh[(s - 1)¢] B sinh(s¢) ] 
C D sinh ¢ C sinh(s¢) . D slnh(s¢) - smh[(s - 1)¢] 
-------------------------------------------------
been derived above from Sylvester's matrix polynomial 
theorem. Alternatively, one may derive it from first prin-
ciples, and for completeness this derivation is given in 
Appendix A below. A similar derivation is also given 
in Ref. 1. Conceptually simpler is the inductive proof, 
which is given in Appendix B. 32 We also use these two 
appendixes to explore the range of validity of Sylvester's 
theorem. For example, these appendixes suggest that 
Sylvester's theorem may also apply to roots of matrices. 
In Appendix C roots are specifically considered, and it is 
where 
A+D 
cosh ¢ = ------. 
2 
C. Special Cases of Sylvester's Theorem 
(21) 
Because of the somewhat complicated form of Sylvester's 
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which the matrix elements take on specific forms. One 
such special case exists when A = D == cos 0 and X == 
(_B/C)1/2. Here Sylvester's theorem reduces to 
[
COS 0 
- X-I sin 0 
X sin 0 J8 = [CoS(SO) X sin(sO) J . 
cos 0 - X-I sin(sO) cos(sO) 
(22) 
In the limit as 0 approaches zero, this equation has two 
forms of interest: 
[1 Xl J8 = [1 SXl J o 1 0 1 ' (23) 
[ 1 0 J8 [1 0 J X2 1 = SX2 1 . (24) 
For nonunimodularmatrices an important special case of 
Sylvester's matr~x polynomial theorem is 
[
Xl 0 J8 = [ X1 8 08 J . o X2 0 X2 (25) 
Although this result is almost obvious, it may be derived 
by solution of eigenvalue equation (7) and with the use of 
Eq. (5). The eigenvalues in this case are A and D. 
If s is constrained to be an integer, then one may use 
Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem to evaluate the 
interesting off-diagonal matrix form 
[ 
0 Xl J28 _ 8 [1 0 J X2 0 - (XlX2) 0 1 ' (26a) 
[ 
0 Xl J28+l [ 0 
X2 0 = (XlX2)8 X2 XlJ o ' (26b) 
These results may also be found from Eqs. (5) and (7). 
The eigenvalues are ±(BC)1I2. When XlX2 = -1, these 
results follow from Eq. (22) with 0 = 7r /2. The matrix 
equations (26) are of special interest in the, analysis of 
confocal resonators. In this case this off-diagonal matrix 
represents the transformation of a Gaussian beam after 
it propagates from the center of the resonator back to the 
center of the resonator. 
In the synthesis of both multipass and periodic systems, 
factorizations and roots of matrices are often of interest. 
For example, it is sometimes desired that an optical sys-
tem be transparent in the sense that the system matrix 
is made to be the identity matrix. Some factorizations of 
the identity matrix include2 
[~ ~J ~ [[ -~/l ~J[~ ! JJ ~ [~[~ nJ 
~ [~[~ ~1 JJ ~ [y~l n 
[
0 Y J2 
= - _y-l 0 ' (27) 
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(24). However, it is clear from Eq. (27) that the identity 
matrix has an infinite number of distinct square roots 
(and cube roots too). These do not follow from Eq. (23) or 
(24), since it was assumed that the eigenvalues in Eq. (9) 
were distinct. The difficulty may be readily seen from 
Appendix A below. Since the eigenvalues are equal, the 
eigenvalue matrix A commutes with the matrix M. In 
this case the substitution T = M-lAM reduces to T = A, 
which is not useful, and an alternative technique must be 
employed. In particular, roots must be examined specifi-
cally, 
T' ~ [~ a (28) 
and Sylvester's theorem is well suited to this problem. 
We may use the unimodular form of Sylvester's theorem 
to reduce this equation to four scalar equations with four 
unknowns: 
A sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] =.1 
sin 0 ' 
B sin(sO) = 0, 
sin 0 
D sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] = 1 





where 0 is defined in Eq. (16). The trivial solutions are 
A = D = ±1 and B = C = o. Alternatively, Eqs. (30) 
and (31) are satisfied if 
sin(sO) = 0, 
sin 0 =f= o. 
(33) 
(34) 
Mter the use of a trigonometric identity it may be seen 
that Eqs. (29) and (32) are solved when 
cos(sO) = 1. (35) 
Equations (33) and (35) are satisfied when 
sO = 2k7r, (36) 
whe~ k may be any integer. To avoid duplicating solu-
tion~', we impose the restriction 7 
'/ 
'i 
r. . 0 :::; k :::; s/2. (37) 
I 
;' 
vIe may combine Eq. (34) with Eq. (36) to obtain a restric-
tion on s, and it follows that s =f= 2. Thus the identity 
matrix has no nontrivial unimodular square roots. 
However, there are nontrivial nonunimodular square 
c roots, those with a determinant of -1. As we can show 
from the nonunimodular Sylvester theorem in Section 3 
below, the third criterion [Eq. (35)] becomes 
cos(sO) = (AD - BC)-812 . (38) 
II 
where y is permitted to be complex. The identity matrix 
I taken to any positive integer power is the identity matrix, L this result may be obtained from either Eq. (23) or If s ~ 2 and the determinant is -1, then the three criteria • 
.; / 
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[Eqs. (33), (34), and (38)] are satisfied when () = 1T /2. 
The nonunimodular relationship 
cos () = 1/2 (A + D)(AD - BC)-1I2 (39) 
may be used, and it follows that, for this value of (), 
D = -A. Since the determinant is -1, the result may 
be written as 
JY = [ cos 4> y sin 4> ] . 
y-1 sin 4> -cos 4> (40) 
In the special case 4> = 1T /2 Eq. (40) reduc~s to the fourth. 
equality in Eq. (27). As an additional result, if a matriP 
T is a known sth root of the identity matrix, tHen JI T JI 
is also an sth root of the identity matrix. Since a nonuni-
modular Sylvester's theorem has been used, these results 
provide an additional motivating factor for the derivation 
of generalized Sylvester's theorems. These generalized 
theorems are considered in Section 3. 
3. GENERALIZED SYLVESTER THEOREMS 
It has long been desired to obtain Sylvester's theorem for 
six-element 3 X 3 matrices.3 The purpose of this section 
is to derive nonunimodular 2 X 2 and 3 X 3 forms of 
Sylvester's theorem. The methodology used is discussed, 
and it is straightforward to extend the results here to 
other higher-order matrices. 
A. Nonunimodular 2 X 2 Sylvester Theorems 
There is more than one method that we may use to find 
the nonunimodular form of Sylvester's theorem. From 
Sylvester's matrix polynomial theorem it is clear that the 
desired matrix may be obtained from Eq. (5) with the 
eigenvalues derived from the general solution to the char-
acteristic equation (7). One may also derive it directly in 
the same manner as is done in Appendix A below. Alter-
natively, if the determinant 'T = AD - BC is nonzero, it 
may be factored out, and 
[
A B JS = S/2[A'T-1I2 B'T-1I2 JS 
C D 'T C'T-1I2 D'T-1I2 (41) 
Now, Sylvester's theorem [Eq. (10)] may be applied to the 
matrix on the right-hand side of Eq. (41), since it is now 
unimodular: 
A A Tovar and L. W. ca:T; 
Eq. (7) it follows that the eigenvalues are A + D and zero I 
and from Eq. (5) it is seen that '. -
[ A B JS [A DB J. C D = (A + Dy-1 C (44) 
The results of this subsection are summarized in 
Table 1. Because of the generality of the nonunimodu_ 
lar form of Sylvester's theorem, it is appropriate to 
examine special cases. Thus several specific matrix op-
erations that have different exponents are also identi-
fied in Table 1. Other matrix operations that may be 
derived directly from Sylvester's theorem may also be de-
rived from the special-case matrices. For example, the 
square-root matrix in Table 1 may be applied to itself to 
yield the fourth-root matrix operation: 
X [A + .JT + 'T 1I4J8 B ] ' 
C D + .JT + 'T 1/418 (45) 
where 
8 == A + D + 2.Ji. (46) 
The determinant of the original matrix is 'T = AD - Be. 
Thus the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (45) is 'T1/4. It 
is important to note that, according to Sylvester's theo-
rem, a matrix taken to the -1 power is equivalent to the 
matrix inverse, and a matrix taken to the zero power is 
the identity matrix, as we would expect. 
B. Nonunimodular 3 X 3 Sylvester Theorem 
The 2 X 2 Sylvester theorems given above apply to a 
wide variety of problems in optics and physics in gen-
eral. However, as we mentioned in Section 1, there are 
important cases in which a 3 X 3 matrix is needed. For 
example, with the 3 X 3 theory one may trace light 
rays and Gaussian beams through misaligned optical 
systems. Therefore there exists a need for a 3 X 3 ver-
sion of Sylvester's theorem for the three cases given above: 
nonunimodular, unimodular, and zero-determinant rna-
I 
[
A B JS = 'T(s-1)/2 [A sin(s(}l) - JT sin[(s - l)O/J B sin(s(}l) ] 
C D sin (}I C sin(s(}l) D sin(s(}l) - JT sin[(s - l)O/J (42) 
The angle (}I is defined by the relationship 
cos ()' == 1h(A + D)'T-1I2 . (43) 
Birefringent optical systems often include the use of po-
larizers. In filter design, for example, one uses polarizers 
to discard unwanted frequency components. In the Jones 
calculus, polarizers are represented by zero-determinant 
matrices. Since the determinant of a product is the prod-
uct of the determinants, it follows that any optical sys-
tem that includes polarizers would be represented by a 
zero-determinant matrix. Thus it is important to derive 
a zero-determinant form of Sylvester's theorem. From 
trices. The general nine-element 3 X 3 form of 
Sylvester's theorem is not necessary, and we are 
concerned with 3 X 3 matrices that have the form 
Bs Es][XO]. Ds Fs Yo 
o 1 1 
(47) 
Regardless of the determinant, the As, Bs, Cs, and Ds 
terms of the sth power of the 3 X 3 matrix equation (47) 
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Table 1. Generalized 2 X 2 Sylvester Theorems 
Description Operation 
Sylvester's theorem (r =1= 0) [~ ~r 
Sylvester's theorem (r = 1) [~ ~r 
Sylvester's theorem (r = 0) [~ ~r 
Squared matrix [~ ~r 
Unit matrix [~ ~r 
Square-root matrix [~ ~r 
Identity matrix [~ ~T 
Inverse square-root matrix [~ ~rl2 
Inverse matrix [~ ~r 
Inverse squared matrix [~ ~r· 
it is required to find only the Es and Fs elements. As 
above, one may use Sylvester's matrix polynomial theo-
rem [Eq. (2)] directly or generalize the derivation given in 
Appendix A below. Alternatively, one may use the com-
mutativity requirement TST = TTs to obtain two equa-
tions with two unknowns: 
AsE + BsF + Es = AEs + BFs + E , (48a) 
CsE + DsF + Fs = CEs + DFs + F. (48b) 
Solving these two equations for Es and Fs for a unimodu-
lar matrix yields 
Matrix 
r==AD·-BC 
cos () == 112 (A + D)r-1I2 
r(s-1)/2 [A sin(s(}) - F sin[(s - 1)(}] B sin(s(}) ] 
sin () C sin(s(}) D sin(s(}) - F sin[(s - 1)(}] 
1 [A sin(s(}) - sin[(s - 1)(}] B sin(s(}) ] 
sin () C sin(s(}) D sin(s(}) - sin[(s - 1)(}] 
(A + D)S-{ ~ ~] 
[
A(A + D) - r B(A + D) ] 
C(A + D) D(A + D) - r 
[~ ~] 
±1 [A + F B ] 
(A + D + 2F)1I2 C D + F 
[~ ~] 
±1 [D + .JT -B] 
F(A + D + 2F)1I2 -C A + -Ii 
~[D -B] 
r -C A 
1 [D(A + D) - r - B(A + D) ] 
r2 -C(A + D) A(A + D) - r 
E ' == ( (A - 1)sin(sO) + (D - 1) {sin[(s - 1)0] + sin O}) E 
s 2(cos 0 - 1) 
+ ! sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] - sin 0 )BF , (50a) 
2 (cos 0 - 1) 
Fs' == ! sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] - sin 0 ) CE 
2 (cos 0 - 1) 
+ ((D - 1)sin(sO) + (A - 1) {sin[(s - 1)0] + sin O}) F . 
2(cos 0 - 1) 
(50b) 
(: In a manner similar to that of Subsection 3.A above, 
.1 the determinant may be factored out, and we may use 
I 
C D F = _._1_ C sin(sO) [A B E]S [A sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] o 0 1 S1n 0 0 
B/~in(sO) Es' ] 
D sin(sOt), - sin[(s - 1)0] Fs'.' (49) 
o sin 0 
Where 0 is defined here as in Eq. (16) and 
Eqs. (49) and (50) to obtain Sylvester's theorem for a 
nonunimodular 3, X 3 matrix: 
[
A B E]S (s-1)/2 [A sin(sO') - JT sin[(s - 1)0'] B sin(sO') 
C D F = ~ C sin(sO') D sin(sO') - JT sin[(s - 1)0'] 
o 0 1 S1n 0 0 0 
E' ] s Fs' . 
sin 0' 
(51) 
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As above, 
cos f)1 == 112 (A + D)r-1J2 • 
The elements Es' and Fs' are 
(52) 
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4. EXAMPLE: MISALIGNED RESONATOR 
Resonators are commonly used as optical delay lines and . 
interferometers as well as in laser and lens-waveguide 
applications. They consist of optical elements that are 
Es' == ( (Ar- 1J2 - l)sin(sf)l) + (Dr- 1J2 - 1) {sin[(s - 1)f)1] + sin f)/}) E + 1 sin(sf)l) - sin[(s - 1)fJ/] - sin f)1 jBF , (53a) 
2(cos f)1 - 1) 2JT(cos f)1 - 1) 
Fs' == 1 sin(sf)l) - sin[(s - 1)fJ/] - sin f)' j CE + ( (Dr- 1I2 ~J l)sin(sf)l) + (Ar- 1/2 - 1) {sin[(s - 1)fJ/] + sin f)/}) F . (53b) 
2.JT(cos f)1 - 1) . ,;~/ _____ 2_(c_o_S_f)_'_-_1) ________ ~ ___ _ 
The zero-determinant form of the 3 X 3 Sylvester' 
theorem may be obtained in a similar manner. The re-
sult is jJ 
[~ ~ ;]S = (A + D)S-l[~ ~ ;:: ], (54) o 0 1 \ 0 0 (A + D)l-s 
where 
1 1 [ (A + D)s-l - 1] j 
Es' == (A + D)s-l E + A + D _ 1 (AE + BF) , 
(55a) 
F I == 1 1 F + [ (A + D )B-1 - 1 ] (CE + DF)j . 
s (A + D)s-l A + D - 1 
(55b) 
These three 3 X 3 forms of Sylvester's theorem, along with 
an inverse matrix, are summarized in Table 2. 
Again, there is an interest in special cases of the theo-
rem-, and the 3 X 3 extension of Eq. (22) is 
[
COS f) X sin f) E ] s 
- X -1
0 
sin f) co~ f) ~ 
[ 
cos(sf)) 





Es == 1 + cos f) [ sin(sf)) + 1 - cos(sf)) JE 
2 sin f) 1 + cos f) 
(56) 
+ X sin f) [ 1 -cos(sf)) _ sin(sf)) JF (57a) 
2 1 - cos f) sin f) , 
Fs == 1 + cos f) [Sin(Sf)) + 1 - cos(sf)) J F 
2 sin f) 1 + cos f) 
_ X- 1 sin f) [ 1 - cos(sf)) _ si~(sf)) J E . (57b) 
2 1 - cos f) sm f) 
Two important special cases of this result occur when 
f) --+ 0: 
[i B EJ [1 sB sE + s(s - 1)BF/2] 1 F = 0 1 sF , 0 1 0 0 1 (58) 
[~ 0 EJ [1 0 sE ] 1 ~ = s~ 1 sF + s(s; 1)CE/2 . 0 0 (59) 
Here the definition of X (X sin f) --+ B, - X -1 sin f) --+ C) 
has been used. 
inevitably out of perfect alignment. These misalign-
ments, whether they are accidental or intentional, are 
crucial to the operation of the resonator. The purpose 
of this section is to analyze a multipass resonator for 
delay line applications. This problem is well suited to 
paraxial ray optics and the 3 X 3 form of Sylvester's 
theorem. 
For simplicity, it is assumed that the input beam to the 
delay line is a fundamental Gaussian beam. Thus it is 
of interest to consider when the position and the slope 
of the center of the Gaussian beam repeat themselves 
after s round trips. Just before the Gaussian beam re-
turns to its original position, it encounters a hole whereby 
it escapes the resonator. For specificity,' it is assumed 
that the flat left-hand mirror is tilted at some angle ¢ 
and that the right-hand mirror is spherical with radius 
R. The distance between the mirrors is d. The input 
plane is just to the right of the tilted mirror, and the 
beam is initially going to the left. For this configura-
tion the round-trip Gaussian beam matrix for the delay 
line consists of only purely real elements, since apertur-
ing effects are ignored. In only such optical systems the 
center of a Gaussian beam travels along paraxial light ray 
trajectories.35 Thus one may use ray matrix techniques 
to trace the displacement and the slope of the center of 
the Gaussian beam. 
The round-trip paraxial ray matrix for the system, 
T = [~, ~ ~] [-:/R 
o 0 1 0 
X [~ ~ tanO 24> ] 
001 
[
1 - 2d/R 2d(1 - d/R) 
= -2/R 1 - 2d/R 
o 0 
(60a) 
2d(1 - d/ R)tan 2¢ ] 
(1 - 2d/ R)tan 2¢ , 
1 
(60b) 
is unimodular. After the beam traverses s round trips 
in the resonator, the effective ray matrix may be obtained 
with the aid of the newly derived Eqs. (49) and (50). 
As an input condition, it is assumed that the initial 
ray has zero displacement and slope. In this case the 
output ray position after propagation through s sections 
of the lens waveguide is rs ~ E s, where Es is defined 
by Eq. (47). Since Eq. (60b) is unimodular and has the 
property that A = D, then the special-case matrices (56) 
and (57) are of interest. In particular, it follows from 
Eq. (57a) that 
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Y == A + D - 2)7 
cos () == ljz(A + D),,-1/2 
[A B ~J C D o 0 Sylvester's theorem (", *" 0) (s-1)/2 [A sin(s()) - )7 sin[(s - 1)()] B sin(st9) -" -. - C sin(st9) D sin(st9) - )7 sin[(s - 1)19] sm 19 0 0 Es' ] Fs' ,,(1-s)/2 sin 19 
[A B EJ C D F 
001 
Sylvester's theorem (" = 1) 
1 [A sin(st9) - sin[(s - 1)()] B sin(st9) 
-.- C sin(st9) D sin(st9) - sin[(s - 1)()] 
sm 19 0 0 
Es' ] Fs' 
sin 19 
[A B EJ C D F 
001 
Sylvester's theorem (" = 0) 
[
A B Es' ] (A + D)s-l C D Fs' 
o 0 (A+D)l-s 
[A B ET C D F 
001 
Inverse matrix 
1 [D -B ,,-l(BF - DE)] 
- -C A ,,-l(CE - AF) 
" 0 0 " 
7*0 
Es' == ( (A,,-1/2 - 1)sin(st9) + (D,,-~2 - 1){sin[(s - 1)()] + sin t9})E + { sin(st9) - sin[(s - 1)()] - sin 19 }BF 
Y" m Y 
Fs' == [ sin(st9) - sin[(s - 1)19] - sin 19 ] CE + ( (D,,-1I2 - 1)sin(st9) + (A,,-l~ - 1){sin[(s - 1)19] + sin t9}) F 
. Y Y" 112 
7=1 
Es' == ( (A - 1)sin(st9) + (D - ; {sin[(s - 1)()] + sin t9}) E + { sin(st9) - sinCe: - 1)19] - sin 19 } BF 
Fs' == { sin(st9) - sin[(~ - 1)19] - sin 19 } CE + ( (D - 1)sin(st9) + (A - ; {sin[(s - 1)()] + sin t9}) F 
7=0 
E I == (A + D)l-S{E + [ (A + D)s-l - 1] (AE + BF)} 
s A+D-1 
F I == (A + D)l-S{F + [(A + D)s-l - 1](CE + DF)} 
s A+D-1 
r = 1 + cos () [ sin(s{) + 1 - cos(s{) ] E 
s 2 sin () 1 + cos () 
+ sin () [ 1 - cos(s{) _ si~(s{) ] X F , (61) 
2 1 - cos () SIn () 
where X = (Rd)1/2(1 - d/R)1I2.With this input condition 
the displacement of the Gaussian beam after a single 
round trip is rl = E. Furthermore, it may be noted from 
Eq. (60b) that 
BF = AE, (62) 
which may be written as X F sin () = E cos (). Thus 
Eq. (61) reduces to 
2rs = sin(s{) + 1 - cos(s{) , (63) 
rl sin () 1 - cos () 
which can be written as 
rs = rav + rmax sin(s{) + a), (64) 
,(where rav = 2-lrl(1 - cos {)-l, rmax = 2-1I2rl(sin {)-l 
.1 (1 - cos {)-m, and tan a = -(sin {)(1 - cos {)-l. Ex-
/. cept for the term r av , Eq. (64) is in the same form as that 
/ " . for a light ray in an aligned optical system.36 
I Ii, The 3 X 3 form of Sylvester's theorem has been used 
in demonstrating that the trajectories of the center of an 
initially misaligned Gaussian beam are qualitatively simi-
lar, whether they are for aligned optical systems or those 
with simple misalignments. However, the exact ray po-
sitions are different, and they may be obtained from 
Eq. (63). The qualitative result is reasonable, since the 
tilt of the flat mirror may be understood to have the 
effect of redefining the optic axis in simple two-mirror 
resonators such as the one considered here. For more 
complicated system topologies this axis redefinition may 
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not be possible, but such systems may still be examined 
with the results of the Section 3 above. This valuable 
method for treating misaligned elements permits the sys-
tematic treatment of multipass systems that could not be 
analyzed by previous methods. 
5. CONCLUSION 
When Sylvester's theorem is applied in unimodular'; 
2 X 2 transfer-matrix optics, it governs light propagatio:q,;I 
through periodic optical systems. There are numerous! 
physically interesting and important applications of thes~' 
periodic systems. However, some applications, su5f 
as those involving periodic distributed-feedback lasers, 
lossy birefringent filters, electric circuits with intranet-
work independent sources, high-energy particle accel-
erators, periodic computer graphics manipulations with 
object translations, and periodic pulse compressors, re-
quire nonunimodular and/or an augmented 3 X 3 matrix 
formalism. We have extended Sylvester's theorem here 
to facilitate the study of these and other systems. We 
have also used systematic procedures to find the range 
of validity of Sylvester's theorem, and several important 
special cases have been identified. For example, roots 
of matrices, which are useful for system synthesis, were 
examined. The basic results have been summarized in 
tabular form, and it is straightforward to extend these 
results to other types of matrix. 
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF 
SYLVESTER'S THEOREM 
The purpose of this appendix is to derive the basic uni-
modular Sylvester theorem from first principles with the 
use of only algebra and simple matrix multiplication. 
This treatment is a simplified version of the derivation 
given in Ref. l. 
Suppose that a unimodular matrix T is written as a 
product of three matrices in the form 
T=M- 1AM. (AI) 
This is a particularly attractive form, since one exactly 
finds that' 
(A2) 
because of the definition of the matrix inverse. For 
simplicity, the matrix A is chosen to be diagonal, and 
therefore 
A'~[~ (A3) 
Thus the procedure is to solve for the A an.d M matrices. 
To begin, we multiply both sides of Eq. (AI) on the left by 
M to obtain 
(A4) 
Multiplying these out yields four equations with six un-
A. A. Tovar and L. W. Casperson 
knowns. It therefore follows that there are an infinite 
number of choices for the matrix M. The four equations . 
may be reformulated as two matrix equations: 
(A5) 
(A6) 
Equation (A5) is satisfied when M1 and M2 are both zero, 
but in this case the matrix M has a zero determinant. 
This violates the assumption in Eq. (AI) of the existence 
of M-1. Since M1 and M2 are not both zero, the de-
terminant of the matrix in Eq. (A5) must be zero. A 
similar argument may be used for Eq. (A6). The require-
ment that the determinants of these two matrices must be 
zero implies two independent and identical equations with 
two unknowns. These equations are sometimes referred 
to as eigenvalue equations, and .11 and .12 are known as 
eigenvalues. The eigenvalue equations are 
(A7) 
where the fact that the matrix T is unimodular (AD -
BC = 1) has been used. The eigenvalues are 
.11,2 = exp(±iO) , 
where the definition 
has been used. 
A+D 




Now that the eigenvalues .11 and .12 have been found, 
the goal is to find the matrix M. The top rows of 
Eqs. (A5) and (A6) may be expressed as 
(AlO) 
(All) 
However, as we mentioned above, there are two more 
unknowns than equations. Therefore M1 and M3 are 
arbitrarily chosen to be unity. Thus the matrix M is 
M- , _ [1 (.11 - A)/C ] 1 (.12 - A)/C (A12) 
and the inverse of M is 
M-1 =' C [(.12 - A)/C -(.11 -1 A)/C ] . (A13) 
.12 - .11 -1 
Now that the matrices A and M have been calculated, 
the 8th power of the matrix T is given by Eq. (A2): 
I 
I I 
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s _ C [(A2 - A)/C -(A1 - A)/C J[A1S 0 J[l (A1 - A)/C J 
T - A2 - A1 -1 1 0 A2s 1 (A2 - A)/C (A14) 
1 [ A18(A2 - A) - A28(A1 - A) (A1 - A)(A2 - A)(A28 - A18)/C J 
= . (A15) A2 - A1 C(A28 - A18) A28(A2 - A) - A18(A1 - A) 
Making using of the unimodularity condition (AD - BC = 
1) and Eqs. (AB) and (A9), one may show that 
A1 + A2 = A + D , 
A28 - A18 = sin(sO) . 
A2 - A1 sin 0 
We may use these relations to reduce Eq. (A15) to 




A sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] B sin(sO) , J' 
X C sin(sO) D sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] 
(AlB) 
cos 0 == A + D 
2 
(B3) 
The induction proof of this theorem follows these three 
steps: 
(1) Demonstrate the validity of the theorem for the case 
s=1. 
(2) Assume the validity of the theorem for some arbi-
trary sth case. 
(3) Demonstrate the validity of the theorem for the 
(s + l)th case. 
The first step follows by inspection. The second step is 
a restatement of the theorem [Eqs. (B1)-(B3)]. For the 
last step the (s + l)th power of a matrix is calculated as 
------------------------------------------------
[~ ~ r ~ [~ ~ J[ ~ ~ J (B4) 
1 [A B J[A sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] B sin(sO) J 
= sin 0 CDC sin(sO) D sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] . (B5) 
1 [(A2 + BC)sin(sO) - A sin[(s - 1)0] B(A + D)sin(sO) - B sin[(s - 1)0] J 
= sin 0 C(A + D)sin(sO) - C sin[(s - 1)0] (BC + D2)sin(sO) - D sin[(s - 1)0] . (B6) 
which is Sylvester's theorem. It should be noted that, 
in this derivation, there has been no overt restriction 
that 8 be an integer. As we mentioned in Section 2 
above, after the inductive proof of Sylvester's theorem 
(Appendix B below), roots of matrices are specifically ex-
amined. It is found that Sylvester's theorem applies to 
roots of matrices (Appendix C) and rational powers of ma-
trices (Appendix D). 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF 
SYLVESTER'S THEOREM 
One may use mathematical induction to prove Sylvester's 
Theorem.32 For our purposes Sylvester's theorem can be 
formulated as follows: 
Given a 2 X 2 matrix that is unimodular, i.e., 
AD-BC=l, (B1) 
the 8th power of that matrix can be expressed as 
[ A B]8 1 C D = sin 0 
>< [A sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] B sin(sO) J' 
, C sin(sO) D sin(sO) - sin[(s - 1)0] 
(B2) 
where 
To continue, it is easiest to examine each of the four 
matrix elements individually. The first matrix element 
is 
A8+1 = (A2 + BC)sin(sO) - A sin[(s - 1)0] (B7) 
= A(A + D)sin(sO) - A[sin(sO)cos 0 
- cos(sO)sin 0] - sin(sO) (BB) 
= A[sin(sO)cos 0 + cos(sO)sin 0] - sin(sO) (B9) 
= A sin[(s + 1)0] - sin(sO) , (B10) 
where the definition of 0 [Eq. (B3)] has been used. The 
se¢nd matrix element is 
BL1 = B(A + D)sin(sO) - B sin[(s - 1)0] (B11) /( , 
,I' = 2B sin(sO)cos 0 - B[sin(sO)cos 0 - cos(sO)sin 0] 
~, (B12) 
= B[sin(sO)cos 0 + cos(sO)sin 0] (B13) 
= B sin[(s + 1),0], (B14) 
where again the definition of 0 [Eq. (B3)] has been used. 
The third matrix element, C8+1, is identical to Bs+1 if 
Band C are interchanged. Similarly, the fourth matrix 
element, D8+1, is identical to As+1 if A and D are inter-
changed. Thus the (s + l)th power of a unimodular 2 X 2 
matrix is 
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A sin[(s + 1)8] - sin(s8) B sin[(s + 1)8] J 
X C sin[(s + 1)8] D sin[(s +- 1)8] - sin(s8) 
(B15) 
But this is Eq. (B2) with s replaced by s + 1. Thus 'V 
Sylvester's theorem has been proved for s = 1 and,), 
every integer greater than unity. The steps in the I 
proof may be performed in reverse order, and it follows I' 
that Sylvester's theorem is valid for s = 0 and negati')" 
integers as well. In the cases s = 0 and s = 1 the matrlX 
TS in Sylvester's theorem reduces to the identity matrix 
and the inverse matrix, respectively. It may also be 
proved, as is done in Appendix C below, that Sylvester's 
theorem is valid for nonintegers as well. 
APPENDIX C: ROOTS OF MATRICES 
Since it has been established that Sylvester's theorem 
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[ A B J' 1 C D = sin(s8) 
[
As sin 8 + sin[(s - 1)8] Bs sin 8 ] 
X Cs sin 8 Ds sin 8 + sin[(s - 1)0] . 
Also, from Eq. (C1) it can be seen that 
As + Ds [(A + D)/2]sin(s8) - sin[(s - 1)8] 
2 sin 8 
(cos 8)sin(s8) - sin[(s - 1)8] 
sin 8 
= cos(s8) , 
where Eq. (C2) has been used. If the substitution 
cp = s8 







A B J [As Bs JlIS 1 [As sin(cp/s) - sin[(l/s - l)cp] Bs sin(cp/s) J 
CD, = C
s 
Ds = sin cp Cs sin(cp/s) Ds sin(cp/s) - sin[(l/s - l)cp] , (C9) 
applies to integer powers of a matrix, the purpose of this 
appendix is to show that Sylvester's theorem applies to 
roots of matrices as well. 
Sylvester's theorem is 
[ A B JS [As Bs J 1 C D == C s Ds = sin 8 
[
A sin(s8) - sin[(s - 1)8] B sin(s8) J 
X C sin(s8) D sin(s8) - sin[(s - 1)8] , 
where 
A+D 




We may use these two equations to obtain the integer 
power of a matrix. In this case A, B, C, and Dare 
assumed to be known, and the problem consists in solving 
for As, Bs, Cs, and Ds. However, if As, Bs, Cs, and Ds 
were known, then solving for A, B, C, and D would be 
equivalent to finding the sth root of a matrix. Thus the 
problem is to invert Sylvester's theorem [Eqs. (C1) and 
(C2)]. Equation (C1) may be rewritten as 
[
As (sin 8) C
s 
Bs J [A B J 
. Ds = sin(s8) C D 
- sin[(. - 1)8{~. ~ J. (C3) 
When we rearrange Eq. (C3), it follows that 
and Eq. (C7) reduces to 
As + Ds 
cos cp == . 
2 
(CIO) 
But Eqs. (C9) and (C10) are identical in form to 
Sylvester's theorem [Eqs. (C1) and (C2)] when the ma-
trix power s is replaced with 1/ s. It therefore follows 
that Sylvester's theorem is valid for roots of matrices 
as well as integer powers of matrices. That it makes 
sense to speak of matrix roots for nonzero-determinant 
matrices was recognized by Cayley.25 In Eq. (CIO), 
cos cp = cos( - cp) = cos(2k7T - cp), and there is more than 
one possible value for sin(cp/s). This may be accounted 
for by multiplication of the right-hand side of Eq. (C9) 
by Ills. 
APPENDIX D: RATIONAL 
POWERS OF MATRICES 
Since it has been established that Sylvester's theorem ap-
plies to integer powers and roots of a matrix, the purpose 
of this appendix is to show that Sylvester's theorem also 
appli~s to rational powers of matrices. Since one may 
use rational numbers to approximate an irrational num-
ber with arbitrary precision, it will follow that Sylvester's 
theorem also applies to arbitrary powers of a matrix. 
If it could be shown that 
(DI) 
then it would follow that 
(D2) 
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both integer powers and roots of matrices, it would follow 
from Eq. (D2) that it applies to rational powers of a matrix 
as well. 
Thus the purpose here is to prove Eq. (Dl). According 
to Sylvester's theorem, 
[
An BnJ 1 
Tn = Cn Dn = sin 0 
[
A sin(nO) - sin[(n - 1)0] B sin(nO) ] ' 
X C sin(nO) D sin(nO) - sin[(n - 1)0] 
where 
Therefore 
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where Eq. (DI0) has been used together with a basic 
trigonometric identity. For simplicity, the second term 
in Eq. (D13) has been both added to and subtracted from 
the equation. The second matrix element can be found in 
a like manner. From Eqs. (D5) and (DID) it follows that 
Bnm = Bn sin(mcP) 
sin cP 
B sin(nO) sin(nmO) 






The derivation of the third matrix element, Cnm , is identi-
cal to the derivation for Bnm ifE is replaced with C. Simi-
larly, the derivation of the fourth matrix element, Dnm, is 
identical to the derivation for Anm if A is replaced with D. 
Tn m = = -- -, D5 [
Anm Bnm ] 1 [An sin(mcP) - sin[(m - l)cP] Bn sin(mcP) ] 
() Cnm Dnm sin cP . Cn sin(mcP) Dn sin(mcP) - sin[(m - l)cP] () 
where These results may be combined as 
1 [A sin(nmO) - sin[(nm - 1)0] B sin(nmO) ] 
(Tn)m = sin 0 C sin(nmO) D sin(nmO) - sin[(nm - 1)0] , (DIS) 
cos cP == An + Dn 
2 
(D6) 
The angles 0 and cP are related through Eqs. (D3), (D4), 
and (D6). Equation (D6) reduces to 
cos cP = [(A + D)/2]sin(nO) - sin[(n - 1)0] 
sin 0 
(cos O)sin(nO) - sin[(n - 1)0] 
sin 0 
= cos(nO). 
It therefore follows that 





- It is easiest to proceed in the reduction of Eq. (D5) if we 
look at one matrix element at a time. The first matrix 
element is 
Anm = An sin(mcP) ~ sin[(m - l)cP] 
SIn cP, 
where 
cos 0 == A + D 
2 
(D19) 
However, Eqs. (DIS) and (D19) are identical in form to 
Sylvester's theorem for a matrix raised to the nmth power. 
Therefore Eq. (Dl) follows, and Sylvester's theorem for 
the sth power of a matrix is valid for an arbitrary rational 
power s. 
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